In this work, we summarize a direct method to transform the low-pass continuous-time transfer function ( ) to several discrete-time ( ) transfer functions. Our algorithm uses the Pascal matrix that is built from the rows of a Pascal Triangle. The inverse transformation is obtained with the Pascal matrix without computing the determinant of the system, which simplifies the process to obtain the associated analog transfer function ( ) if the discrete transfer function ( ) is known. In addition, the algorithm is easy to program on a personal computer or scientific calculator because all the computations are made using matrices. The algorithm presented is illustrated with numerical examples.
Introduction
In the context of the digital filter design, a great deal of research has been done to facilitate their computation. As a matter of fact, the Pascal matrix defined in [1] has proved its utility in this field. In the literature [2] , the s-z transformation is done in two steps. First, the frequency transformation in the domain is done, then the Pascal matrix for the bilinear z transformation is used to obtain the associated digital filter. We shall give in this work a direct method to transform a filter from the continuous time to the discrete time.
The continuous-time circuit of a filter is completely described by the transfer function given in (1):
We will now give a brief explanation of the Pascal matrix, if in Equation (1) , we can distribute the numerator of (5) as follows:
(1 − ) (1 + )
The terms in brackets can be expressed as a matrix of size ( + 1)x( + 1), as shown in [3] . This matrix is called the Pascal matrix and, it is very useful in the − transformation. A relationship between (7) and (3) can be found rearranging and changing some indices, as in [3] . = , then the Pascal matrix , is defined as [3, 4] . where the coefficients and are real. Those coefficients can be represented in vector form, as follows:
In a similar way, the discrete filter can be characterized with the transfer function ( ) given in (3), which also has real coefficients and that are obtained using the bilinear -transformation. 
The discrete low-pass filter is obtained using the bilinear -transformation from (12),
where is the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter and is the sampling frequency. In order to obtain the coefficients and from the vectors and , we compare the numerators and denominators of the transfer functions (1) and (3) . For example, if we substitute (12) in (1) for = 2, we obtain the following expression:
Comparing the coefficients in (13) with the same exponents of the variable , we get the matrix equation:
A similar equation can be obtained for vector . These equations can be represented in the following compact form:
Where is the low-pass Pascal matrix, and From the classical Pascal triangle in (17), we can observe that the elements of the base form the last column of the Pascal matrix in (14) with the exception that the even rows are negative and the first column of the same equation corresponds to the third row of the Pascal triangle. We conclude that the Pascal matrix can be formed taking into account the following considerations:
1. All the elements in the first row of the Pascal Matrix must be ones.
2. The elements in the last column can be computed by the following expression:
and the remaining elements in the Pascal matrix can be computed with the following expression:
Example
In this example, we wish to transform the low-pass transfer function ( ) to its discrete low-pass version ( ) using the following parameters:
First, we calculate the constant of the bilinear transformation using (12):
Using the Pascal matrix ( ) for order = 3, the numerator and denominator of the transfer function ( ) are computed as follows: (22) (23)
Low-pass to High-pass Transformation
The low-pass to high-pass transformation is similar to the lowpass to low-pass case; first we substitute the variable 1 ⁄ instead of in (18) 
Example
In this example, we shall transform the low-pass transfer function ( ) to the high-pass transfer function ( ) using the following parameters: The procedure considered in this section shows how to obtain a discrete band-pass filter characterized by the continuous-time transfer function ( ) from (1), using the − transformation. The bandpass can be seen as a superposition of a low-pass filter and high-pass filter [6], [7] . Then the − transform has the form:
In the last equation, represents the sampling frequency, is the lower cut-off frequency and is the upper cut-off frequency of the band-pass filter. In order to obtain the coefficients and with ( = 0,1, … ,2 ), we need to know the coefficients of the continuous vector and , respectively. Then, we substitute (33) in (1), after that, we compare the numerator and the denominator of the resulting function with the transfer function in (3). For simplicity, and without loss of generalization, we choose as an example the order of the filter for = 3. Due to the low-pass to band-pass transformation, the transfer function ( ), becomes of order = 6. After comparing the numerators and denominators of the discrete and continuous transfer functions, we get the expression in matrix form:
In (34), the matrix is the Pascal matrix for the band-pass case, which is the same as . The vector 
In this example, we shall transform a Chebychev low-pass filter to a band-pass filter with the following specifications, = 3[dB], order = 4, = 3000[Hz], = 1000[Hz], = 8000[Hz]; using these parameters, we get the transfer function:
First, we compute the constants , , :
After that, we calculate the band-pass Pascal matrix and substitute , , and in vectors we get the coefficients of the numerator and denominator of the transfer function ( ), which is given in (40):
The coefficients multiplied by ( ) are missing in the transfer function ( ) because the constants and are equal. The magnitude of the band-pass filter in (40) is shown in Figure 1 .
Low-pass to Band-stop Transformation
To transform the continuous low-pass transfer function to the digital band-stop transfer function, we must use the − transformation in the form: . We do not need to do any change in the Pascal matrix, that is, the Pascal matrix for the band-pass case is exactly the same for the band-stop case ( = ). Then the transformation is given by the following relations:
Example
In this example, we wish to transform the Chebychev low-pass transfer function ( ) to the band-stop transfer function ( ) using the following parameters 
= 1 2
The digital transfer functions of the band-pass and band-stop filters are similar and they only differ in signs. The magnitude of the band-stop filter is shown in Figure 2 . 
Inverse Transformation from z Domain to s Domain
One of the properties of the Pascal matrix is that if we multiply a matrix by itself, we almost reach the identity matrix up to a scaling factor [5] . That means that if we wish to calculate the inverse of a Pascal matrix, we only need to normalize the matrix up to a scaling factor depending on its order to get its inverse. For instance, if we multiply the low-pass Pascal matrices ⋅ , we obtain
That means that 
(51)
Conclusions
In this work we have used the Pascal matrix to transform the analog low-pass transfer function to the discrete transfer functions of the low-pass, high-pass, band-pass and band-stop filters. This algorithm is very simple for both the direct and inverse transformation. In addition, this method is easy to program due to the fact that all the operations imply the multiplication of matrices, even the inverse transformation does not need the calculation of the determinant of the matrix system. Based on the examples, the procedure has demonstrated its utility to transform a continuous transfer function to a discrete transfer function and vice versa.
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